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From people in recovery supporting those who get people into recovery

Relapse prevention
PREPARE CLIENTS FOR RISKIEST TIME OF YEAR
Christmas and January are the riskiest times
of the year for people to relapse back into
addiction – and preparation to prevent this
starts NOW. Read our special 10-page guide to
surviving the holiday season and new year.
TAPPING INTO RAW RECOVERY
Clients currently in rehab bravely reveal their
fears and hopes about this time of year.
WE CAN HELP RELAPSE-PRONE PATIENTS
Terence Gorski shares his latest guidance on how
to develop a relapse-prevention programme.
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BEST AD CAMPAIGNS ADDRESSING ADDICTION
The top six social responsibility ads that actually
hit home instead of increasing alcohol/drug use.
IMPROVE RELAPSE RATES FOR THE LONG TERM
Rebecca Flood offers a formula to stop losing
ground to addiction..
GRATITUDE CHANGES ALL
Louise Stanger explains how gratitude helps to
maintain a sober lifestyle and build fulfilment.

LEGALISATION: REPORT FROM THE FRONT LINE
Bob Troyer shares statistics and witnesses the
consequences of drug legalisation in Colorado.
PLUS:
The National Association for Children of
Alcoholics hits the headlines...
Where to find rehabs and self-help groups...
Who's Who in the recovery field... News...
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Survive christmas
and the new year
Although it is a christian festival, christmas has a
huge impact on all our society. There are many
implications for a recovering person – even
people who do not usually drink to excess ﬁnd
themselves going beyond their normal limits at
this time of year.

About the author
Deirdre Boyd is editor of
Recovery Plus journal – read
her bio here. She has been in
enriched, abstinent recovery
for over 27 years.
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People in early recovery are very vulnerable, as
they learn to handle new emotions and have not
built up time from their last, usually disastrous,
christmas with damaged relationships and other
losses. Many people trying to recover from
alcohol or drug dependency dread Christmas.
They tend to have bad memories – good
memories come as they build up in recovery.
They remember tension, binges and rows
between relatives and unrealistic expectations
which brought huge letdowns. As addicts, they
often rejected family celebrations or caused
havoc. They abused substances to block the
sadness and longings generated by “christmas”.
Overdoses, suicides and violence dominate
memories. Mothers carry overwhelming guilt.
At Christmas, pain comes as recovering people
are overwhelmingly surrounded by images of
ideal, happy families painfully reminding most
addicts of all they lost or never had. The gap
between the media images and their own lives
is never wider or clearer. This is particularly so
when family systems have yet to heal, where
there is unresolved grief issues or when family
members are still in active addiction. It is often
hard to “ﬁt back in” to a family system or accept
that families are too unsafe to be near, or friends
don't understand. This is a two-phase trap: many
who survive christmas without relapsing get

complacent and, almost unthinkingly relapse
in either early January or late January/early
February. So what can we and others do to help
avoid relapses?
Perhaps the first rule is to lay down a strong
foundation this year which will not only help
people to maintain sobriety but will also
give happy memories on which to feel more
confident about future festivities. Counsellors
and clients should meet in November and talk
about fears, past excellence, family expectations
and traditions. They should share both good and
bad memories and explore some of the reasons
people feel the way they do. If this discussion
takes place early enough, it gives time over the
next few weeks to deal with feelings and plan
a happier approach. It can also raise hidden
feelings which cannot be handled and lead to a
temporary halt. But it usually takes pressure off
unvoiced anxieties.
Make a six-week plan of preparation of food –
and activities if wanted – and break the whole
thing into manageable bits; if in a group setting,
involve everyone. Everyone makes something
week by week, so they can build up gradual,
but pleasant, anticipation in the midst of their
programmeme. Stress is kept to a minimum,
and achievement satisfied as unusual treats are
prepared. It is a sharing time. Christmas itself
should be kept informal and low-key, with
emphasis on enjoying other people’s company
with good things to enjoy together. Minimise
the commercial side. Clients should be left with
memories of feeling at ease and even happiness,
to provide a good building block. 		
DB

As we approach the riskiest
time of the year for
relapse, prepare
clients NOW.

Tips from Eytan Alexander,
Daniel Gerard and Claire Havey of
UKAT, UK Addiction Treatment.
www.ukat.co.uk
Christmas has been dubbed
“the most wonderful time of the
year” – but for newcomers in recovery
from addiction, it can be very difficult.
The festive season is already in full
swing, and even those who aren’t in addiction or
in recovery eat and drink to excess. Temptation
is everywhere. You could find this time of year
desperately tempting to relapse “just because
it’s Christmas”.
If you haven’t yet sought help for your addiction,
you might find yourself using Christmas as a
reason to push your addiction to its limit. If
you’re in recovery, Christmas is a time when
what you learned in treatment really starts to
pay off. Whatever stage you’re personally at,
remember that Christmas comes just once a
year, but recovery is for life.
Try to remember the following five ways to stay
on track and give yourself the gift of sobriety:
77 Recognise your triggers, whether these are
stress, frustration, fear, anxiety, depression or
environmental triggers like people and places –
and take each day of the festive season one day
at a time
77 Research festive activities that are enjoyable
to participate in, without having to consume
drink or drugs and encourage those around you
to do the same
77 Socialise with others who are in recoverymake sure you’re attending your local recovery
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fellowship meetings. Groups like
Alcoholics Anonymous offer
meetings every day,
including Christmas Day.
Not only will they offer you the
support you might need at this time
of year, but they’ll be filled with
sober festive fun!
T Plan ahead. If there are festive
occasions which you feel like you have to
attend, make sure that you are well prepared for
them. Take your own tasty non-alcoholic drink
of choice, and always remember that you don’t
need to shy away from being honest
77 Keep in close contact with people who are
in recovery, speak to them daily if you need to.
Having people in the same position as you on
speed-dial will keep you all on track during the
festive period.
We offer 24/7 online chat support. Talk to us if
you’re struggling this Christmas.
Tips from Tessa Corner, CEO of StreetScene.
www.streetscene.org.uk
Over the years, as our rehab clients have become
more diverse, so our approach to christmas and
new year had to adapt. It is now probable that
there will be a group of clients for whom the
celebration of christmas is something they have
never experienced and might not want to be
involved in. It is important to allow enough time
for each client to process their feelings before
the festive period. This involves raising the issue
as early as November in rehab, with each client
having a personal plan for any potential problem
areas well before time.
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Tips from Rebecca Flood, Alex Denstman and
Erin Knight of Ashley Addiction Treatment.
www.ashleytreatment.org
Now that we are sober, it is important to be
present for our friends and family – but this
should not come at the expense of our sobriety.
The following are some tips to maintain sobriety
while still participating in the holidays.
Ten tips for an enjoyable and sober holiday
season...
1 Have a plan B. Create a “back out” plan so you
can leave a party immediately. Make sure that
you have a plan in place so you can quickly leave
a gathering. Bring a list of 5 people you can call
who can either come pick you up or talk to you…
better yet, bring one of them with you! Safety in
numbers.
2 It’s ok to say no. If you feel like you are not in
the right state of mind or not ready to be in a
situation where alcohol will be present, go with
that feeling. Now that you are sober and have
connected with your gut instincts again, check
in with yourself and your sponsor often and go
with that feeling.
3 Look up meetings and alca-thons in the area.
It’s a good idea to ramp up meeting attendance
around stressful times. Make sure to check the
local meeting directory and plan your schedule
around attending meetings.
4 The next day, check in with yourself.
Sometimes triggers are delayed. Talk to someone
the next day about how you’re doing post-event.
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5 Increase self-care during the holidays.
Schedule time to exercise and meal prep to
balance out all the holiday treats.
6 Keep a drink in your hand. This will prevent
people from making you a drink or offering you
a beer.
7 Volunteer. Do something nice for someone
else. Being of service to other people is vital
to maintain gratitude and humility in recovery
especially around the holidays.
8 Avoid emotional conversations during the
holidays. People are generally more stressed out
during this time of year. Save your life changing
or bad news for after the holiday. Also steer
clear of anyone trying to entice an argument or
heated discussion with you. Christmas dinner is
not the best place to discuss politics or relive
past arguments.
9 Remember HALT. Avoid becoming hungry,
angry, lonely or tired. All of those could
compromise your state of mind and make you
more susceptible to picking up a drink or a drug.
10 Live in the moment. Take in the sights
and smells of the holidays and remember to
appreciate everything you have and can now be
a participant of.
For years or even decades we sat on the sidelines
of life. Now we can make choices to spend time
with the people who love us – or make other
life-enhancing choices. Choose what makes you
feel at peace, what makes you feel empowered.

Text in grey:
Click on the grey text and you
will link to its related website.

Top tips from Butch Glover, Martha Farabee
and Liz Stanislawski of Cumberland Heights.
www.cumberlandheights.org
6 ways to survive the holidays sober...
1. Know your limits. Around the holidays, our
“to do list” becomes even longer and people
seem to be asking more of us – whether
it’s party planning, shopping, decorating or
volunteering your time. Don’t be afraid to set
healthy boundaries and say no. Saying yes to
everything can leave you feeling resentful and
overwhelmed.
2. Review relapse triggers and coping skills.
Get out the journal and reflect on some of
the work you did in treatment. Being mindful
of triggers will pay off during the stress-filled
holidays. That journal can serve as a personal
reference guide to use throughout the year.
3. Start a new tradition. If you’re newly sober,
going back to the same holiday parties you
attended when you were using is probably not in
your best interest. Holidays are a great time
to start new traditions. Get tickets to a concert
or play, make reservations at a restaurant
you’ve been dying to try, or get out of town
for a few days. And if you still want to make
an appearance at that traditional holiday gettogether, it’s okay to let the hosts know you can
stay for only one hour.
4. Set realistic expectations. Focus on fun and
relaxation rather that on creating the perfect
table, meal or moment. The most precious gift
you can give to someone is time and attention.
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5. Continue going to meetings. For many of
us this is the busiest time of the year, but we
cannot place self-care on the back burner next
to the cranberry sauce. Continue going to
12-step meetings. If you’re travelling, identify
meetings in the area you’ll be staying.
6. Focus on being grateful. Making a gratitude
list helps put things in perspective. Expressing
thanks or simply giving a compliment has a way
of lifting others’ spirits and your own.

Use acupressure to help conquer craving
77 Formulate a clear target for treatment –
eg, fighting the phrase “I’m dying for a drink”
77 Rate the level of craving or emotional
distress on a scale of 0 to 10
77 Tap with one hand on the outside edge
of the other while stating the problem as an
affirmation three times – for example, “even
though I’m dying for a drink/drug, I deeply
and completely accept myself”
77 Tap 5-10 times with two fingers on the
following sequence of points, while repeating
the reminder phrase “dying for a drink”:
a) just beneath the collarbone about an inch
from the central notch
b) under the centre of one eye on the socket
edge
c) about four inches directly below the armpit
d) collarbone again
77 Rate the distress again; repeat treatment
until the rating drops to 0.
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Survival tips from Jaime Vinck, CEO of
Sierra Tucson
www.sierratucson.com
While many of us grow excited about the
holiday season and the celebrations and
traditions that consume us, the holidays can be
overwhelming. The events of the season can
impose temptations and challenges for people in
recovery, especially for those with co-occurring
disorders, such as depression, anxiety, grief,
trauma and codependency, any of which can
be heightened by the festivities that surround
them.

2. Avoid emotional drains .
Keep in mind that choosing more positive
friends, a positive environment, and uplifting
activities can reduce depression. It is also
important to remember to:
77 Avoid alcohol – alcohol can exacerbate any
feelings of situational depression, as well as the
day after; many people use alcohol to numb
the pain or sorrow of depression, but it actually
makes it worse

During this time of year, “holiday blues” are
often more appropriately described as
situational depression. This means that they
can be significantly reduced by following the
following five prevention tips:

77 Avoid overspending – the holiday rush and
temptation to give extravagant gifts can backfire
with depression when the bill arrives after the
holidays

1. Face depression and addiction realities
together as a family.
During this holiday season, be mindful of those
facing the struggles of addiction and depression
and the emotions they battle. These times
can present anxiety and tension. Whether you
know somebody who is combatting addiction
or somebody that is in recovery, keep in mind
what they are enduring and make every effort
to be considerate. Whether drug, alcohol, food
or other addiction, expect that recovering
individuals will need extra support with their
unique struggles, especially during the holiday
season. Showing love, care, and concern during
this intense time can make a huge difference to
somebody struggling and make a difference that
could positively impact the new year for them.
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4. Create new traditions.
During the holidays, it
can be tempting to slip into
morbid reflection of lost loved
ones. The memory of lost
loved ones can be
honoured by lighting candles
and taking a momentary pause
to remember them at festivities.
Retelling a funny story about them, or playing
their favourite song, is a way to include them in
the present in a positive way rather than fixating
on the past.

77 Avoid sugar binges – eating sweets, like too
many cookies and cakes, can create feelings of
lethargy, similar to an emotional crash

77 Avoid holding grudges – hanging on to
resentments is like drinking poison and
expecting the other person to die; instead, invite
Uncle Bob to a holiday dinner even if there was
tension last year. Ahead of family gatherings,
consider a strategy that will help let go of any
pressure or anxiety that mght have existed
previously. Clearing emotional space will make
for a more pleasant time with family members.

3. Replace addictions with healthy habits.
In addition to avoiding energy drainers,
recognising weaknesses and replacing them
with positive activities is another great way to
manage holiday blues. The holidays are a great
time to start new traditions with our loved ones.
Instead of drinking that bottle of wine together,
go on a hike, try a yoga or art class, or volunteer
to help other people who are less fortunate.

About the author
Jaime Vinck MC, LPC, NCC, CEIP
is CEO of Sierra Tucson, where
she was previously COO and
chief clinical officer. Prior to
Sierra Tucson, where in 2016
she received the highest award
bestowed by the Association
for Addiction Professionals: the
Organizational Achievement
Award, her work focused on
helping thousands of families
break the grip of addiction
both in private practice, where
Jaime was an independently
licensed clinician and nationally
certified counselor, and at
Journey Healing Centers.

5. Stay off social media.
Take a holiday hiatus from social media! When
on Facebook, Instagram, etc, it is easy to begin
comparing our lives to others which only feeds
our depression and ultimately creates a slip into
old coping mechanisms. How many of us have
spent hours on social media looking up our
high school nemesis, the love that got away, or
the party that we imagine we should have been
attending? This is a subtle form of self-harm,
known in some circles as cyber-cutting.
At the end of the day, know that you are not
alone. There are many folks out there who
struggle at this time of year in particular and
who are delighted to make it through.
Take good care of yourself and make good
choices to set yourself up for joy and success in
the coming year.
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10 tips for quitting drinking and surviving the
holidays, from Ian Young of Sober Academy
and The River Rehab.
https://theriverrehab.com
The extended holiday season can be a difficult
and testing time for people in early recovery.
Here are some suggestions that will make the
trial of maintaining your new-found recovery
that much easier over the christmas holidays and
beyond. Some of these are very obvious, but
they still need reminding, particularly for people
relatively new to the recovery lifestyle.

About the author
an Young is the founder of
www.Sober-Services.com and is
the treatment director of
www.TheRiverRehab.com in
Thailand

1) Make changes.
Change the people, places and pastimes that
you’re used to spending time with or at. This
is easiest when you socialise with people who
don’t drink at all (there are many), or in coffee
shops rather than pubs, or take up a sport or
hobby that doesn’t revolve around drinking or
in places where alcohol is served. Remember,
nothing changes if nothing changes. The most
challenging time for us can be christmas lunch or
a New Years eve party. In both instances attend
for the main event then leave sharply. Be safe.
2) Dry house.
Empty your house and workplace of booze.
If you live with someone else who drinks, ask
them to remove their alcohol until you feel
more grounded about your sobriety. Again, avoid
places where alcohol is served or socialising with
other people who may be drinking – at least for
the moment. Your good friends will still be there
for you when you’re sober – indeed, they’re
more likely to be supportive of the changes
you’re making if they’re a true friend.
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3) Tell everyone.
Let everyone know that you’ve stopped.
Broadcast it to anyone who’s listening. You
don’t need to give anyone your life story, or
explain the details behind your new found
desire for sobriety/recovery: just say that you’ve
decided to remain sober this holiday period for
personal reasons, eg, better health or being the
designated driver, etc. This will encourage you
to stick to the plan and to stay on track, in order
to not lose face. Also, if you know anyone who’s
quit previously, now would be a really good time
to raise the topic in a discussion with them and
ask for their advice and support.
4) Replacement therapy.
Replace your booze with something else –
ideally something that isn’t harmful to you
such as a nice fruit drink, or some chocolate
(remember to eat sensible amounts).
Alternatively, you could take up a sport, play
music, or go to comedy shows which release
the endorphins while helping you smile and
laugh. You could reward yourself with the
money you’ve saved on alcohol by going to see
a show or a movie, travelling to visit someone
who doesn't drink, or buying extra presents for
yourself in the sales.
5) Imagine / visualise / dream.
Visualise yourself in the future, feeling happy,
joyous and free. Close your eyes and imagine
a perfect world filled with all your healthy
desires. Visualisation is often the best way to
begin making any shifts or changes in your life.
Visualise yourself enjoying yourself while having
a great time doing something else sober.

6) Keep yourself busy.
Create some alternative structure
to your day. Plan your free
evenings differently. Ensure
you fill yourself with activities
well in advance and have back up
plans in case they fall through.
Essentially, make sure you’re never
bored or lonely. If you have children,
then commit to dedicating yourself to them and
their success.
7) Education.
Educate yourself on the physical harms alcohol
has been causing your body. Consider yourself
in the future if you don’t stop. How will you
look or feel in another 5 years if you carry on
drinking? How will you be in a further 10 years of
your life of drinking? Will you still be alive in 15
years time? Look at pictures of people ravaged
in a physical sense by the long-term effects of
alcohol consumption. Then consider the social
impact that alcohol is having on your life.
8) Take notes.
Write a list of all the times you’ve let someone
down, or gone back on your word, or lied,
cheated or stole from someone you care about.
Consider if you’re still able to tolerate yourself
while you continue behaving in such a way.
9) Keep things simple.
Break the day down into manageable sizes, so
you make a commitment not to drink for one
day, or one hour or 5 minutes or even just the
next 30 seconds. Then repeat this exercise the
next day/hour/minute etc.
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10) Seek professional help
There’s plenty of it about.
Counsellors and recovery
coaches are around and
available, even over the holiday
periods if needed. Professionals will
help you in ways you couldn’t imagine
by engaging in some talking therapies.
Bonus tip – Go to an Alcoholics/Narcotics/
Cocaine/Marijuana Anonymous meeting. They’re
free, there’s meetings all over the place and
on most evenings of the week. And they’re
anonymous. AA almost always puts on extra
meetings on Christmas Day and New Year's Eve.
During your early days staying sober, please stay
safe and surround yourself with happy, cheerful
friends who aren’t looking to become inebriated
to enjoy themselves. Often family gatherings
focussed on children rather than adults are more
likely to be teetotal. So you can make your
holidays about the children in your life, be they
sons, daughters, nieces & nephews or cousins, etc.
Most importantly, enjoy yourself and whatever
you’re doing. If you’re still feeling miserable,
it’s likely because you’re not engaging in fun
activities, and if you’re not happy, then you’re far
more likely to turn to the bottle for comfort.
Happiness is an inside job, which is immediately
created simply by helping other people. So
see how you can make someone else’s day an
enjoyable experience, rather than worrying
about your own. If you truly want to help
yourself stay sober, try helping someone less
fortunate than yourself. After all, that truly is
the spirit of christmas and other festivals.
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Staying safe and sober during the holiday season,
by Dr Frederick Goggans of Harvard Medical
School and McLean Hospital's Borden Cottage.
It’s important for people to have a realistic
attitude about the potential for anxiety or
conflict during the holiday season – especially
people who have issues with alcohol or drug
abuse. Most of us go into the holiday period
hoping for a harmonious time with family,
friends and co-workers, but there mght be
hidden conflicts based on past experiences or
expectations that mght not be realised. The
tension between the reality of our situations
and our idealised images of holiday harmony can
lead to anxiety. To manage that anxiety,
many use alcohol or other
substances excessively. For
clinicians like myself who
work on substance use
and recovery issues, we
often see these individuals
when the holidays are over.
In January, many people enter
treatment having overreacted to
holiday events by abusing drugs
or alcohol, having suicidal
thoughts, or engaging in
injurious behaviours. In
some cases, their activities
stem from disappointment
or rejection – they can see
themselves as disappointing
someone or someone disappointing them
during the holiday period. Some of these
people come to treatment in a quasi-emergency
situation, through intoxication or withdrawal,
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a suicide attempt or other self-injury, and they
sometimes might need to be stabilised in a
hospital setting. Be realistic about how the
holidays can increase your anxiety and stress
and lead to dangerous behavior. But also realise
that you can take steps before and during the
holidays to avoid problems. Here are a few
suggestions:

permission, I’m including it on this
page. Below are four key factors that
can lead to holiday stress as well as
the strategies that can to help
reduce their effects.
Fatigue.
We all overdo it. We know
the importance of a balanced
diet, moderate exercise and plenty
of sleep – but because there are so
many distractions and stressors this
time of year, we lose sight of some
of the basic necessities. We need to take care
of ourselves and pay increased attention to
ensuring that we fulfill these areas of our lives as
we get closer to the holidays.

If you have a history of substance or alcohol
abuse, it’s important to protect yourself. If
you are involved in a recovery programme,
stay centred by continuing to go to meetings.
Connect with like-minded and sober individuals
in your programme, and remain in contact with
your sponsor and peers. Don’t isolate.
Embrace the holiday spirit and try not to be too
self-absorbed. Be of service to others by taking
part in volunteer activities. Also, take advantage
of the many special events that most mutual
help organisations present during the holiday
season. Stay involved and engaged.
Be sure to concentrate on your overall health.
By eating properly, getting enough sleep, and
exercising regularly, you can keep your body
sound, as well as your mind.
Keep an eye on the types of activities you’re
involved in over the holidays, and avoid risky
situations. If you find yourself in an environment
where drugs or alcohol are being used, know
where the doors are and have an exit strategy.
My colleague Mark Longsjo MSW has developed
a wonderful guide that all of us can use. With his

About the author
Dr Frederick Goggans is a
lecturer on psychiatry at
Harvard Medical School and
medical director of McLean
Hospital's Borden Cottage
signature recovery programme.
He is also a distinguished
life fellow of the American
Psychiatric Association and a
fellow of the American Society
of Addiction Medicine.

Over-commercialisation.
It’s easy to get caught up in the commercialisation
and the marketing of the holidays. Advertisers
take advantage of our susceptibility but we have
the ability to put it in perspective and remind
ourselves that we are the ones creating anxiety,
and we are the ones who can reduce it. To
counter this, help a neighbour, a friend, a family
member or a stranger. It’s the act of giving that is
more important than the gift.
Financial stress.
Giving to others is not about spending money,
and what goes along with setting realistic
expectations is to maintain a realistic budget
and be transparent. It’s important to not
overspend and keep in mind that “less is more”.
It’s an old adage, but sometimes the personal
gifts are the best ones: like tickets to a show, or
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even a poem, short story or
framed photo. It’s the act of
giving that makes it meaningful.
Isolation.
While it’s true that many of
us have friends and
family to visit during the holiday
season, there’s also the danger of
becoming isolated. Be careful not to do
this, especially if you
tend to get
depressed.
Remind yourself of
the people, places,
and things that make
you feel happy.
Surround
yourself
with
everyone
and
everything
that
makes you
feel better.
I hope you will
take our words
to heart, as we
want everyone to
have a joyous and
happy holiday season!
This year,
you might find yourself in a better place than
last year. There could be an opportunity to take
stock of your success and get validation from
your loved ones. Celebrate your sobriety!
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Tapping into raw
recovery
Clients/patients in treatment at StreetScene
residential rehab were asked three questions
earlier this November:
1 Can you please tell me what your anxieties
are regarding Christmas?
2 What do you think your relapse triggers will be?
3 What will you do to cope with these triggers?
These pages carry their gut emotions and searing
honesty as they face their first christmas and
new year in recovery from addictive behaviours.

About the author

1 Anniversary of loss of both my parents, my
children, alcohol.
2 Not being able to control my emotions/
feelings with regards to my parents. Limited time
with my kids.
3 Take time to talk with my peers and support
workers regarding how I feel at any given time.
Read through my Step 1 examples [from the 12
Steps] to remind me why I am here.

Patrick Gormley is COO
at StreetScene. Tasked by
Recovery Plus, he developed
the 3-item questionnaire you
can read in this article and used
it with clients facing their first
christmas and new year
without psychoactive
substances or
related behaviours.
With their permission,
we share their revelations here.

1 I don't: I have a very nice anti-Xmas planned
with my partner where we will clebrate
Halloween together instead.
2 Family guilting me about not being there.
Caring about christmas. Remember getting high
alone one year
3 Go to a meeting. Not care about Xmas.
Surround myself with people who care.
Remember that Xmas is a consumer construct
to protect false consumer values, to exploit
vulnerable people.
1 This is my first christmas out of prison for 13
years, so I am a bit anxious, but I feel I will get
through it.
2 A time for celebration, plus I used to use a lot
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over christmas I know there are people here who
care about me, so I'll be good.
3 Just let people know how I am feeling, plus
speak with my family. I know I never have to use
again, and I don't want to. I dont believer I will.
I'm looking forward to it.
1 Finances. Not seeing the children as they are
busy.I
2 Self pity,
3 Keep in the day. It's just a day. Go to a
[12 Step] meeting. Help/phone others. Be with
the fellowship
1 I haven't thought about christmas once.
2 Just another day,
3 I'm in rehab so I'll cope – with help from
others.
1 None: I'm really looking forward to christmas.
2 Boredom.
3 Go to a meeting.
1 That I will be alone in regards others will have
their families and mine will always be busy.
2 Loneliness, anger.
3 Being with others, to distract.
1 Money. Work. Keeping up payments.
2 Having money on me for too long. Overworking and not chilling out.
3 Work less. Hand money over. Relas more. Get
to a meeting.

In the previous article, you can read
advice from experts on surviving christmas –
here, clients currently in rehab bravely share
their fears and hopes about this time of year.

1 Not being able so see my daughter open up
her christmas presents and not being there to
put up the christmas tree.
2 If somebody really badly upsets me. And
seeing people celebrating christmas and new
year.
3 I'm in the best place to not being able to pick
up. This is safe for me: at Allington House in
Bournemouth.
1 I am a little anxious, knowing alcohol will be
around (not in the rehab).
2 Feeling guilt/shame regarding my family.
3 Speak to my family, Write stuff down and
speak with staff and peers about my concerns.
1 I've spent the last eight christmases on my
own, not enjoyed them for years.
2 Christmas.
3 I'll be here [in rehab].
1 I don't know where I'll be be. I fear my
daughter won't want to spend it with me, she
already won't tell me where she lives. My Dad
won't be here. Celebrating christmas without a
drink.
2 My mind. Wanting to shut my head up. Feeling
sad, angry, lonely, bored.
3 Phone a friend (1 hope).

1 That I will drink and I might isolate from family.
2 Social media.
3 Delete social media.
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